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Read the Real Food™ Story
Before You Buy Another Bottle
of Nutritional Supplements Anywhere!
by Patrick Shelley
Product Formulator, Founder and CEO of NutriHarmony

Dear friend and seeker of greater health,
Do me a favor if you will. Forget everything you've ever heard about nutritional supplements and
read this with a completely fresh mind. What you're about to discover may change your entire
perspective on the real value of many of the nutritional supplements on the market today.
Don't be surprised if you walk away from this letter seriously questioning the supplements
you've been taking for years.
There's a serious problem with the way many supplements are being formulated and
manufactured today — although most consumers are not aware of this.
What you probably don't know is that most of the so-called nutritional "food" supplements on
the market today are not food at all. There's not a bit of real food in them. NONE.
The Shocking Truth
The majority of supplements on the market today aren't what most people think they are —
probably including the ones you're using.
People have a grand misconception about how nutritional supplements are made. They imagine
fresh vine ripened produce going in one side of a vitamin factory and tablets full of life force
magically coming out the other side. This is not how it works at all.
The majority of the nutrients from a typical nutritional supplement (including the ones in your
favorite health food store) are made from either ground up rocks, petroleum distillates or coal tar
derivatives. They are remanufactured chemicals made in a lab. And they have very little
effect upon nourishing and regenerating the human body. They're about as synthetic as they can
be.
And according to the Physicians' Desk Reference (PDR), you can only absorb and utilize about
8% to 15% of synthetically manufactured supplements. That's all. The other 85% to 92% of these
formulas is worthless — money literally down the drain.

Chemically based supplements are running rampant within the nutritional industry today for
virtually every vitamin under the sun. There's little or no life in them at all. They fall into the
category of what we call dead "food" supplements.
The Soil is Dead!
The soil of America is just not reliable anymore. It's basically dead. In today's "modern
chemical farming" they actually put only three nutrients back into the ground — Potassium,
Phosphorus and Nitrogen. That's all they put back. So if only three nutrients go back into the
ground, where are you supposed to get all the other important nutrients from?
Years ago farms were out in the middle of nowhere. There were no freeways or factories around.
Back then they grew crops and they would pick the fruit of the crop and then till the remaining
fodder back into the ground to revitalize the soil with oxygen and nitrogen. They had crop
rotations, and they would let fields sit a year or longer. Our soil was very rich then.
Unfortunately most of today's farmers can't afford to have crop rotations, so the soil is constantly
being depleted. Today, as far as we're concerned at NutriHarmony, the soil is not much use to us
in creating rich, nutrient-dense nutritional supplements.
NutriHarmony Real Food™ Formulas are Grown Indoors!
It's Like a Microcellular Organic Garden
We at NutriHarmony have learned from nature's wisdom and discovered a much better way to
develop live food supplements — a much more powerful way to supplement your diet.
Imagine taking virgin, pristine, single-celled plants and growing them indoors in a
microcellular "Organic Garden", away from all the contamination and pollution, and all the
stress and toxins in our environment.
Now imagine a farm where water instead of soil is used to grow rich, vibrant crops. That's the
first clue as to how our formulas are made. It's called Aqua Farming, and it's a revolutionary
way of creating the most amazing food supplements.
At NutriHarmony we don't depend upon the depleted soil and we don't make our Real Food™
supplements synthetically in a laboratory. We grow our formulas in the most pristine
environment you can imagine — Agua Farms! And that can make all the difference in the
world as to how our supplements improve your health.
We grow food at NutriHarmony. Real Food™.
With our Aqua Farming methods we're able to deliver to you super rich nutritional supplements
that have a nutrient profile with the enzymatic quality, energetic value and nutrient density that
the earth had when it was young.

The net result of this growth process is that you end up with a plant that's packed with life
giving, enzyme-rich nutrients which your body can recognize as REAL FOOD. The formulas
are made in small, precise batches to ensure quality and freshness with over 20 tests performed.
Each and every one of our products is verified by means of independent testing on every
component of every batch, prior to the products being available to the market.
Make the Change Today to Our Real Food™ Formulas!
People who know me know that I will go to the end of the earth to get the richest, purist, highest
quality raw materials for my formulas. Why would I go to so much trouble? Because I know that
only live food supplements can energize and rejuvenate the human body. It's real simple — you
can't get life from death — and many of the supplements available today are virtually lifeless.
Get Real Food™ nutrition with NutriHarmony.
At NutriHarmony our philosophy is simple: Your body was designed to digest food, not
chemicals.
All of our products come with an unconditional 30-day money back guarantee, so there's no
risk to you.
Chances are you're only utilizing a small percentage of the nutritional supplements you're
currently using. That can all change the day you switch over to our Real Food™ formulas. I
encourage you to make the switch to Real Food™ right away. I'm confident you'll feel the
difference quickly. For many, the difference is amazing!
If you want to absorb and utilize from 3 to 10 times more of the nutrients from the supplements
you're taking every day, and feel better than you've felt in years, I encourage you to get started
right away with our powerful Real Food™ formulas.
To Your Great Health,
Patrick Shelley
Product Formulator, Founder and CEO of NutriHarmony
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